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Introduction
Chapter 1

1.1 Overview
The Multilock Applications Software is designed to control up to four model 7210
multi-channel lock-in amplifiers. It allows the instrument(s) to be used in the single
or tandem demodulator modes and permits all channels to be adjusted, either
individually or as a complete set.
A graphical display menu gives a "live" plot of selected output(s) of all channels,
with the ability to capture the plot to file. A second data logging menu allows more
sophisticated acquisition to file, including the ability to average sets of curves prior to
file storage. Finally, a third menu allows the instruments’ internal curve buffers to be
used to store data at times down to 4 ms per point using optional hardware triggering,
before transferring the data back to the software for display or storage to file.
This manual describes version 2.8 of the software. Users of earlier versions can
upgrade to the latest version free of charge by contacting SIGNAL RECOVERY

1.2 What’s New in Version 2.8?
The software has a number of improvements over earlier versions, including:


Each channel now has an adjustable gain vernier control. This allows the full
scale sensitivity to be adjusted to give a magnitude reading of 100% for any
signal within the sensitivity range of the instrument. Hence, for example, if the
system were used with a set of detectors with differing sensitivities, these could
be accommodated by adjusting each channel’s gain so that the overall system
gave a “flat” response for the same input signal on each detector.



Offset controls are now available for both X1 and Y1 outputs, and X2 and Y2
outputs. Offsets can also be automatically set to zero the outputs.



A new Overload menu allows the type and channel number(s) of input and output
overloads to be quickly identified.



A confirmation dialog is now displayed when the Exit button is clicked, to
prevent inadvertent closure of the program.



The file which saves instrument settings on program exit (Multilock.mls) is now
stored in a SIGNAL RECOVERY\Multilock\Settings subfolder of the user’s
Documents folder, rather than in the hard disk root folder. Similarly, data that the
users wishes to save is placed in the SIGNAL RECOVERY\Multilock folder by
default.



The settings file format has been extended to include storage of the offset and
gain vernier information.



Version 2.8 uses an updated underlying SR7210Comms ActiveX control, version
1.5 This control now adds additional support for the FIFO (first in, first out)
curve buffer, allowing curves representing the two reference frequencies REF1
and REF2 to be downloaded as well as the four data curves X1, Y1, X2, and Y2.
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1.3 What’s New in this Manual?
The software is a compiled LabVIEW 2014 executable. It uses an underlying
ActiveX Control SR7210Comms to handle all communication to and from the
connected instrument(s). The control is automatically installed and registered by the
Multilock installation program.
Although it is not necessary to understand the operation of the control in order to use
the Multilock software, users who wish to write their own operating software for the
model 7210 can use the control to make the task easier. This manual therefore now
also includes details in Chapter 4 of the properties and methods exposed by the
control for the benefit of such users.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.01 Media
The software is supplied on a USB Memory Stick, CD, or as a download from the
www.signalrecovery.com website. Regardless of the method of distribution, the
package is installed using the program Setup.exe in the Multilock\Setup
folder.

2.1.02 Requirements
The Multilock™ software requires:

Between one and four SIGNAL RECOVERY Model 7210 multichannel DSP
lock-in amplifier(s)



A Windows compatible personal computer with a 600 MHz Pentium or better
processor, hard disk, optical drive (if used CD installation media) and Microsoft
Windows Version 7 or later. 5 Mbyte free disk space is required for the full
installation. An active internet connection and web browser is also useful for
software registration, though not required

Either


A National Instruments GPIB (IEEE-488) Interface Card types PCI-GPIB
(SIGNAL RECOVERY part number CE0114S), PCMCIA-GPIB or USB-GPIB
(SIGNAL RECOVERY part number CE0115S), fitted into the computer or
plugged into the USB port, and if necessary a suitable GPIB cable to connect this
to the first instrument. If using more than one model 7210, additional GPIB link
cables (typically 0.5 m long) will be needed to connect the second unit to the
first, and so on

or


A free RS232 port (COM1 - COM 8) on the computer and a suitable RS232
modem eliminator (also known as a null modem) interconnecting cable.
Alternatively, a free USB port on the computer, a USB-Serial adapter
(SIGNAL RECOVERY part number CE0116S) and a suitable RS232 modem
eliminator (also known as a null modem) interconnecting cable can be used.
If using more than one model 7210 a separate serial port on the computer will be
required for each unit

Note: Operation via the RS232 interface is not recommended for any but the
simplest of experiments, since it is substantially slower than when using the GPIB
If using the an RS232 connection, the connectors required on the RS232 cable
depend on the type of connector used on the computer's RS232 port and on the
instrument type, as follows:-
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Computers fitted with 9 pin RS232 connectors, or for use with model CE0116S
USB-serial adapter:9-pin subminiature D type female connector to 9-pin subminiature D type male
connector modem eliminator cable, SIGNAL RECOVERY Part Number C01003.
The connection diagram for this cable is shown below in figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1, Interconnecting RS232 Cable for Models 7210 to Computers
with 9-pin Serial Interface Connectors

Computers fitted with 25-pin RS232 connectors
Although it is possible to construct a dedicated cable to suit computers fitted with 25pin RS232 connectors, it is suggested that cable listed above is used with a 25-pin
female to 9-pin male adapter, SIGNAL RECOVERY Part Number K02001, fitted at
the computer end.

2.1.03 Installation – GPIB
1) Install the National Instruments PCI interface card or USB-GPIB cable
(SIGNAL RECOVERY model number CE0115S) in accordance with the
installation instructions supplied with them. Ensure that you install all the
software supplied by NI, including the VISA software drivers.
2) Connect the free GPIB connector on the USB-GPIB adaptor, or cable from the
PCI card, to the GPIB connector on the rear of the model 7210. If using more
than one 7210, connect further GPIB cables from this first unit to the others, in
turn.
3) The model 7210 is normally supplied with its GPIB address switches set to an
address of 12. If more than one unit is to be used, each should be set to a different
address. For example, if four units are in use set them to use addresses 12, 13, 14
and 15.
4) Connect line power cords to the model 7210(s) and turn them on. Check their
Power lights are lit and the cooling fans are running.
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5) Run the National Instruments Measurements and Automation Explorer. This
should identify all the 7210's at their chosen addresses.
6) Double-click on the device at address 12. This will open an interactive control
window. Type the command ID in the Send String box and then click on the
Query button. This will send the command “ID” to the device at address 12 and,
if all is working properly, the response read from the instrument and displayed in
the String Received box will be “7210”.
7) Repeat for any other addresses.
8) Locate the Setup.exe file and double-click it to start the installation program.
9) The installation routine will create folders on the PC and place the applications
program and a PDF copy of this manual in it.
10) The installer also places a shortcut on the Start Menu – SIGNAL RECOVERY –
Multilock item, called Multilock. Click on this to start the program.

2.1.04 Installation – RS232
1) Connect a C01003 RS232 Null Modem cable between a free RS232 port on the
computer and the RS232 connector on the rear panel of the model 7210. If using
more than one model 7210 connect each one to a different port on the computer.
2) Connect line power cords to the model 7210(s) and turn them on. Check their
Power lights are lit and the cooling fans are running.
3) Locate the Setup.exe file and double-click it to start the installation program.
4) The installation routine will create folders on the PC and place the applications
program and a PDF copy of this manual in it.
5) The installer also places a shortcut on the Start Menu – SIGNAL RECOVERY –
Multilock item, called Multilock. Click on this to start the program.

2.1.05 Master and Slave Unit Selection
When using more than one model 7210 in a system, connect link cables between the
Link connectors on the rear panel of the units in accordance with the instructions in
the 7210’s manual. Then, using the rear panel switches, set the unit with the highest
GPIB address setting, or the one connected to the serial COM port with the highest
number, as the Master unit. Set the other units as Slaves.
The reference signal should then be applied to the REF IN connector on the Master
unit; the other units will then run at the same frequency, via signals supplied over the
interconnecting link cables.
The effect of this choice of Master and Slave units is that it means that the reference
signal is connected adjacent to the highest channel number in the system. Hence, for
example, if two model 7210’s are used, the first, Slave unit will be channels 1 to 32
while the second, Master unit, will be channels 33 to 64, and the reference input will
be next to channel 64.
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2.2 Operation
2.2.01 First Program Run
The first time the Multilock software is run on a computer there will be no stored
information about the connected instruments, and no saved settings file. You may
also be prompted to register the software via our website.
Because there are no saved settings, the program first displays the confirmation
dialog shown in figure 2-2. Click OK to continue.

Figure 2-2, Confirmation Dialog, Multilock settings file not found

The main program dialog should then be shown, as in figure 2-3

Figure 2-3, Main Program Window

For information on using the software, refer to Chapter 3.
Click the Exit button to close the program. A confirmation dialog will be displayed;
click Yes to exit the program.
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3.1 Overview
This chapter gives an overview of how to use the Multilock software. It is assumed
that the user has already read the instruction manual supplied with the model 7210
and is familiar with it with regard to basic operation, terms, features and constraints.
Should any questions arise as to the significance of selected operating features, please
refer first to that manual.

3.2 Operation
3.2.01 Starting the Program
Having successfully completed the installation procedure as described in Chapter 2,
the program may then be started by clicking on the
Multilock icon on the Start –
SIGNAL RECOVERY – Multilock menu.
When the program starts it automatically attempts to establish communications with
the connected instrument(s), firstly over the GPIB interface and then over the RS232
serial ports COM1 to COM8. After the program has verified that the instrument(s)
are connected, it then loads the saved instrument settings if they exist and downloads
them to the instrument(s) before the main window is displayed, which has a layout
similar to that shown below in figure 3-1.

3.2.02 Main Window

Figure 3-1, Main Program Window
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Figure 3-1 shows the principal elements of the main window. This window displays
the set of instrument controls for the channel selected by the Channel Number
selector in the upper left hand area of the panel, and in the Outputs area displays four
instrument outputs. Except for the Frequency displays, which apply to the whole
instrument, the available outputs relate to the same selected channel.
For each channel, the controls and indicators have the following significance:
Input Configuration Group
The Input Type indicator shows the type of input card fitted to the instrument. This
is a read-only indicator.
The AC Gain control sets the amount of gain between the input connector and the
main signal channel ACD. If the Auto AC Gain switch is set to ON, then the gain is
increased as the sensitivity is increased.
The Gain Vernier control, normally set to 1.000, allows the signal channel gain to
be continuously adjusted, while the adjacent Clear button resets it to 1.000 When the
gain is set to other than 1.000 the display flashes in red, as shown in figure 3-2, as a
warning.

Figure 3-2, Gain Vernier Warning

Finally, the Input Overload light is lit when the signal is too large for the current AC
Gain setting.
Reference Channel Group
The Ref Mode control sets the reference mode to signal or tandem modes. When in
single mode the Ref Harmonic control can be used to set the lock-in to detect at
twice the applied reference frequency.
In tandem mode, the Set REF2 OUT Frequency control is used to set the frequency
at which the second stage demodulation is done and which is also output as a TTL
signal at the REF2 OUT connector.
X1 & Y1 Output Channels Group
This group includes the full-scale sensitivity control, and an auto-sensitivity button. It
also has the reference phase control and X1 and Y1 offset controls, together with
Auto Offset and Clear buttons. Finally, there is a control to set the output filter timeconstant and output overload indicators.
X2 & Y2 Output Channels Group
This group, which is only applicable in tandem mode, includes the same set of
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controls as the X1 & Y1 Output Channels Group.
Once the controls have been adjusted as required, clicking the Set All Channels to
Same Settings button copies the settings of AC Gain, X1 & Y1 FS Sensitivity,
Reference Phase, and Time Constant, and X2 & Y2 FS Sensitivity, Reference Phase,
and Time Constant to all the other channels in the system. Similarly, clicking the Set
All Offsets copies the X1, Y1, X2, and Y2 offset values to all the other channels.
Clicking the Auto Measure X1/Y1 & X2/Y2 button performs a full auto-measure on
all four outputs.
In the Outputs group there are four indicators, with the drop-down selector above
each one selecting which output is displayed.

3.2.03 Digital Port Menu
Clicking the Aux Digital Port Menu – Master Unit button displays the menu shown
in figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3, Auxiliary I/O Menu

When a check box is checked, the corresponding bit at the digital output port on the
first unit in the system (i.e. the one with the lowest address) will be set.

3.2.04 Graphical Display Menu
Clicking the Graphical Display button displays the menu shown in figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4, Graphical Display Menu

This window that shows selected output(s) from the instrument in graphical format,
updated at the rate set by the control in the lower right hand corner. The Autophase
All button performs an autophase operation on all the channels, while the Auto
Offset XY1 and Auto Offset XY2 store the current curve as a baseline. If the
subtract offset checkbox is checked and there is a stored baseline then the baseline
will be subtracted.
Clicking on the Save to File button on this menu displays a file dialog allowing the
displayed plot to be saved as an ASCII text file. The format of these data files is as
follows:
Signal Recovery Multilock Applications Software Data File
2.0
20/06/02 14:14
X1
Y1
0.0000E+0
0.0000E+0
1.4401E-11
-3.9004E-12
0.0000E+0
0.0000E+0
-3.0003E-13
3.0003E-13
0.0000E+0
0.0000E+0

continues...
0.0000E+0
0.0000E+0
-3.0003E-13
-3.0003E-13
0.0000E+0
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Line 1 identifies the file as a multilock data file, and line 2 gives the file format
revision. Line 3 is the date and time of acquisition from the computer's clock.
Line 4 normally identifies the data in the following lines, but is a blank line when
data is saved from the Data Logging menu and the Show Plot box on that menu is not
ticked.
The data then follows from line 5 onwards, with one line per channel. Data is tabdelimited in the order X1 Y1 MAG1 PHASE1 X2 Y2 MAG2 PHASE2 although not
all curves need be present. For example, in the above listing only the X1 and Y1 data
sets were present.

3.2.05 Data Logging Menu
When in the main window, clicking the Log Data to File button displays the menu
shown in figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5, Data Logging Menu

Although the graphical display menu described in section 3.5 can be used to store
signal data sets, it is not suitable when data is to be acquired at regular intervals. The
Data Logging menu is used instead to provide this functionality.
Data Set 1stores X1, Y1, calculated magnitude and/or calculated phase, while Data
Set 2 does the same for X2 and Y2. When a set is run, a red flashing indicator is
shown and the Current File, Curves Acquired and Records Stored indicators are
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updated. If the Show Plot box is ticked then the data being stored is also shown
graphically as it is acquired.
Each disk file is allocated a filename of the format FILEXXX, where the prefix FILE
can be entered as required and the characters XXXX are the file number in the range
0000 to 9999. The data in these files has the same format as already described in
section 3.2.04
Caution: Files with the same name as those already existing on the disk will
overwrite the existing files. Make sure that you move any data files you wish to
keep to another location immediately after acquisition to prevent inadvertent
overwriting.

3.2.06 Curve Buffer Menu
When in the main window, clicking the Curve Buffer button displays the menu
shown in figure 3-6

Figure 3-6, Curve Buffer Menu

The curve buffer menu allows data to be stored to the instrument’s internal curve
buffer, before being returned to t the software and displayed. The Data to Store
checkboxes specify which curves will be stored, and the No of Curves control selects
the number that will be stored. One complete set of curves is acquired at the rate set
by the Time per Curve(s) control, and curves can be acquired either immediately the
Start Acquisition button is clicked, or on receipt of a TTL trigger applied to all the
TRIG 1 input connectors on the connected model 7210’s. It is also possible to
acquire a complete set of curves on receipt of a single trigger (in which case the time
between curves is defined by the Time per Curve(s) control), or acquire a curve on
receipt of each trigger, using the External Trigger Mode control to make the
selection.
Acquisition is started, stopped, or aborted using the buttons at the top of the window.
Once acquisition is completed, the data is transferred to the computer. One curve is
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displayed in the graph window, with the vertical slider control being used to select
which one of the available curves is displayed.
Clicking the Save to File button opens a file selection dialog, allowing the acquired
data set to be saved as a tab-delimited ASCII text file with a default file extension of
.xls, which allows it to be directly opened by Microsoft Excel and other spreadsheet
programs. The format of these data files differs from those saved by the other
windows, because they can store many data curves, and is as follows:
Signal Recovery Multilock Applications Software Curve Buffer
Data File
1
X1 (V or A)
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
continues…
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
Y1 (V or A)
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
continues…
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
-1.00E-04 -1.00E-04 4.10E-01 -1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Line 1 identifies the file as a multilock curve buffer data file, and line 2 gives the file
format revision (in this case 1).
Data sets then follow. The first line of each set identifies the output, which is then
followed by n rows, one for each curve. Columns in each row represent the output of
each channel, so that, for example, in a system using four model 7210’s there will
128 columns. If 200 curves had been acquired there would 200 rows in each data set.
In the listing above data has been stored for both the X1 and Y1 outputs, so there are
two data sets.

3.2.07 Overload Menu
When in the main window, clicking the Overload Menu button displays the menu
shown in figure 3-7
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Figure 3-7, Overload Menu

The Overload Menu makes it very easy to identify the type and channel location of
any overload conditions that can occur, displaying five conditions for each of up to
128 channels (i.e. a system using four model 7210 instruments). Click the Exit button
to close the menu.

3.2.08 Closing the Program
When in the main window, clicking the Exit button in the top left-hand corner
displays the confirmation dialog shown in figure 3-8
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Figure 3-8, Exit Confirmation Dialog

Clicking Yes writes the complete present instrument setting to the Multilock settings
file, multilock.mls, located in the user’s Documents\SIGNAL
RECOVERY\Multilock\Settings folder, and then closes the program.
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4.0 Introduction
The Multilock software uses an ActiveX control, SR7210Comms, to handle all
communications to and from the connected instruments. This chapter describes the
properties and methods exposed by this control as an aid to users who would like to
write customized software to control the instruments.
Note: It is not necessary to understand any of the information in this chapter in
order to use the Multilock software.

4.1 Overview
4.1.01 Features of the Control
The 7210Comms ActiveX Control is designed to allow up to 30
SIGNAL RECOVERY model 7210 multichannel DSP lock-in amplifiers to be
operated via their computer interfaces from a PC computer. The main purpose of the
control is to allow the connected instruments to be treated as a single instrument. For
example, on a system with four model 7210’s, the calling program can read out
channel 33 without having to do the translation to work out that this refers to channel
1 on instrument 2. Similarly, when reading all channels the control is responsible for
reading each instrument in turn and then returning a single array of data.
The control features:

Automatic testing for the presence of any model 7210 multichannel DSP
lock-in amplifiers on the GPIB interface or RS232 ports COM1 to COM8.



Ability to communicate with up to 30 different model 7210’s simultaneously.



Intelligent command handling to allow an instrument channel to be specified
by a single number ranging from 1 to n x 32, where n is the number of model
7210’s connected. This means that a group of instruments can be treated as a
single unit with more than 32 channels.



Automatic support for binary data transfer.



When using the RS232 interface, the Windows file handle used to
communicate with the port is held open while a session is in progress,
preventing other programs from accessing the same port.



Context-sensitive help

The control requires a National Instruments GPIB interface card, typically a PCIGPIB or USB-GPIB, in order use the GPIB interface. It will not work with other
manufacturer’s cards.

4.1.02 Windows Registry Structure
The control uses the Windows registry to store a structure, shown in figure 4-1,
containing details of all the connected instruments, allowing it to easily re-establish
communications with any instrument at any time. This structure contains details of 30
instruments, numbered Instrument 1 to Instrument 30, and is saved under the under
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HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/SIGNAL RECOVERY/SR7210Comms key.

Figure 4-1, Typical Registry Structure

The subkeys under each instrument number have the following significance:
Baud Rate, valid only if an RS232 interface is being used for this instrument
Comment, not used in this control
Data Bits, the number of data bits used for serial communications
GPIB Address, valid only if the GPIB interface is being used for this instrument
Interface, for which the options currently are GPIB or COM1 to COM8
Model Number, as reported by ID command. If this is a null then no instrument is
connected
Parity, the serial port parity
Present, set to “1” if an instrument of the same model number as stored in the ID key
is actually switched on and connected at the time a test is run to check the presence of
instruments, “0” otherwise.
Serial Port, the port to which this instrument is cabled
Serial Port Handle, the file handle used to access the given serial port in the current
session
Start Channel, the overall first channel number within a block of instruments. So,
for example, in a system with four model 7210’s, channel 1 on instrument 2 will have
a Start Channel number of 33.
Stop Channel, the overall last channel number within a block of instruments. So, for
example, in a system with four model 7210’s, channel 32 on instrument 2 will have a
Stop Channel number of 64.
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4.2 Operation
4.2.01 General
To use the control, proceed as follows:1. If using the GPIB interface the computer should be fitted with a National
Instruments GPIB interface card/cable and the National Instruments driver
software loaded. The card/cable should be configured as GPIB0
2. Connect the relevant port on each model 7210 instrument to the computer,
using the cables specified in the instruction manual. For serial connections a
null-modem cable is required.
3. If using more than one instrument, each one must be set to a different GPIB
address, using the rear panel DIP switches. The unit configured with the
lowest GPIB address will be detected as Instrument 1, the next higher
address as Instrument 2, and so on until no more units are found. Set the unit
with the highest GPIB address as the MASTER; this will then ensure that the
reference input to the system is adjacent to the highest channel number,
rather than being after the first 32 channels which would be the case if the
unit with the lowest GPIB address were set as the MASTER. Set all other
units as SLAVES and make the interconnections between PORT 1 and
PORT 2 on the rear panels.
4. Instruments connected via the RS232 interface will be detected after those on
the GPIB, again in order of ascending port number.
The control can now be used to communicate with the instrument(s).

4.2.02 Operation – Single Instrument
In the simple case when only a single instrument is connected, the application
program need do only the following;
Call VerifyConnections
The first time the program is run this will fail and return “1”, since the correct
registry structure will not exist. On this event the program should then call
FindInstruments, which will create the registry structure, search for the connected
instrument, and then update the registry keys.
Call OpenAllInstruments
This will open the communications session with the instrument.
Use the WriteRead7210 function with the instrument number parameter set to “1” to
send commands to the model 7210 and receive responses from it.
On program termination, call CloseAllInstruments to close communications with
Instrument 1.

4.2.03 Operation – Multiple Instruments
When using several instruments it is useful for the user to be able to check that they
are all present and functioning from a single screen. The control therefore provides
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the ConfigureInstruments function to make this as easy as possible. To use this, the
application program need do only the following;
1. Call VerifyConnections The first time the program is run this will fail and
return “1”, since the correct registry structure will not exist. On this event the
program should then call FindInstruments, which will create the registry
structure, search for all connected instruments, and then update the registry
keys.
2. Call ConfigureInstruments This will display a dialog box similar to that
shown below in figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2, Instrument Connections Dialog

3. The “Connected” columns show whether the listed instrument is actually
present and connected. The next time this dialog box is activated, the stored
connection profile is reloaded and tested, and if an instrument is not found
then the relevant connected box will be unchecked. If the instrument should
be present, then make any necessary connections or turn it on and click Test
Connections, which runs the VerifyConnections function, to re-test the
connections.
Once the connections have been checked, click on OK to close the dialog. At
this point the registry structure will hold details of all the instruments that are
connected and functioning.
4. Call OpenAllInstruments This will open the communications session with
all connected instruments.
5. To communicate with a specific instrument, use the WriteRead7210
function with the required instrument number parameter set to send
commands to the selected instrument and receive responses from it.
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To communicate with the whole group of instruments where a response is
not required, use the WriteAll7210 function. The operation of this function
depends on the commands it is used with, as follows:Commands that specify an instrument channel via their first parameter
These commands are:
ACGAIN
AQN1
AQN2
AS1

AS2
ASM
AUTOMATIC
OVR

REFP1
REFP2
SEN1
SEN2

TC1
TC2
X1
X2

XY1
XY2
Y1
Y2

In this case the first command parameter specifies an instrument channel
number. Examples of such commands are the commands to set full-scale
sensitivity and time constant. Normally, if this parameter is a number
between 1 and 32, the relevant channel is adjusted; if it is a 0 then all 32
channels are set to the same setting. The SR7210Comms control extends this
functionality, so that when such a command is issued to the WriteAll7210
function, the control reads the first parameter and from this determines the
instrument to which the command should be sent, and with what (modified)
parameter value.
For example, in a system with four model 7210’s the legal range of the first
parameter for these commands ranges from 0 to 128. If the “SEN1 33 8”
command were issued, which has a first parameter value of 33, the control
would actually send the command “SEN1 1 8” to instrument 2, thereby
adjusting the sensitivity of channel 1 of instrument 2, which is channel 33 in
the whole set of channels. In the case of commands where the first parameter
is a 0, the control sends the command to all the connected instruments. So
calling the WriteAll7210 function with the command “SEN1 0 8” would
send “SEN1 0 8” to all four instruments 1 to 4.
Commands that operate on an instrument-wide basis
These commands affect the whole instrument, and include commands to
change the operation of the reference channel, as well as auxiliary features
such as the digital output port.
In this case the WriteAll7210 function can only be used when the command
has only one parameter. However, in such cases the control sends the
command to every instrument. So calling the WriteAll7210 function with the
command “BYTE 5” would send “BYTE 5” to all four instruments 1 to 4.
To communicate with the whole group of instruments where a response is
needed, e.g. when reading the instrument outputs, use the
WriteReadAll7210 function. The operation of this function is analogous to
the WriteAll7210 function except that it returns the response generated by
the instruments, depending on the commands it is used with, as follows:-
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Commands that specify an instrument channel via their first parameter
These commands are:
ACGAIN
AS2
REFP1
TC1
XY1
AQN1
ASM
REFP2
TC2
XY2
AQN2
AUTOMATIC
SEN1
X1
Y1
AS1
OVR
SEN2
X2
Y2
In this case the first command parameter specifies an instrument channel
number. Examples of such commands are the commands to read the fullscale sensitivity and time constant. Normally, if this parameter is a number
between 1 and 32, the current setting of the specified channel is read; if it is a
0 then the settings of all 32 channels are read.
The SR7210Comms control extends this functionality, so that when such a
command is issued to the WriteReadAll7210 function, the control reads the
first parameter and from this determines the instrument to which the
command should be sent, and with what (modified) parameter value. It then
assembles the responses from the instruments back into a single array that is
passed back to the calling program.
For example, in a system with four model 7210’s the legal range of the first
parameter for these commands ranges from 0 to 128. If the “XY1 33”
command were issued, which has a first parameter value of 33, the control
would actually send the command “XY1 1” to instrument 2, thereby reading
the X and Y outputs of channel 1 of instrument 2, which is channel 33 in the
whole set of channels.
In the case of commands where the first parameter is a 0, the control sends
the command to all the connected instruments. So calling the
WriteReadAll7210 function with the command ““XY1 0” would send “XY1
0” to all four instruments 1 to 4. The response values would be assembled
into a single 128-element array, one for each channel.
Commands that operate on a an instrument-wide basis
These commands affect the whole instrument, and include commands to
detect the operation of the reference channel, as well as auxiliary features
such as reading the status of the digital output port.
In this case the WriteReadAll7210 function can only be used when the
command has only one parameter. However, in such cases the control sends
the command to every instrument. So calling the WriteReadAll7210
function with the command “BYTE” would send “BYTE” to all four
instruments 1 to 4. The response would be assembled into a single 4-element
array, one for each instrument, with the first element corresponding to
instrument 1, the second to instrument 2, and so on.
The function WriteRead7210 can be used to send commands to a specific
instrument and if necessary read the response from it. This is simply done by
calling the function with the instrument number parameter set to the required
instrument.
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6. On program termination, call CloseAllInstruments to close communications
with all the connected instruments.

4.3 Methods
4.3.01 Introduction
The SR7210Comms Control exposes fifteen methods (or functions) and three
properties to control containers. This section describes the methods in detail, while
section 4.4 describes the properties.

4.3.02 OpenAllInstruments
short OpenAllInstruments()
Description:
Before communicating with any instrument the channel to it must be opened, in the
same way as opening a file handle is required before accessing a file.
This function searches the SR7210Comms section of the registry and attempts to
open communications with all the model 7210 lock-in amplifiers listed as being
present. If successful, it updates the registry under the appropriate key.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE
Notes:
If you open communications with the connected instruments using this function then
you must use the corresponding function CloseAllInstruments to close them before
terminating you program.

4.3.03 FindInstruments
short FindInstruments()
Description:
This function searches for SIGNAL RECOVERY model 7210 Multichannel DSP
lock-in amplifiers on the GPIB and serial port COM1 to COM8 interfaces and saves
details of the first 30 found units back into the SR7210Comms registry keys. It
assumes that the instrument’s GPIB port parameters are at their default settings (other
than the GPIB address, which may be any value from 1 to 30) and that the RS232
parameters are one of the following:9600 Baud, 7 Data bits, 1 Stop Bit, Even Parity, Echo On, Prompt On
19200 Baud, 7 Data bits, 1 Stop Bit, Even Parity, Echo On, Prompt On
4800 Baud, 7 Data bits, 1 Stop Bit, Even Parity, Echo On, Prompt On
4800 Baud, 8 Data bits, 0 Stop Bits, Even Parity, Echo On, Prompt On
This first setting is the setting implemented on power-up - the model 7210 does not
“remember” its settings on power-down.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE otherwise
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Notes:
It is always advisable to check at the start of each program that all the instruments as
saved in the registry keys are actually present before attempting communication with
them. Use the VerifyConnections function to do this.

4.3.04 VerifyConnections
short VerifyConnections()
Description:
This function checks each instrument number in the registry keys. If a model number
is present, it attempts to establish communications with it, and if successful sets the
corresponding Present status key to “1”; if the instrument is not found it sets the key
to “0”.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE otherwise
Notes:
It is always advisable to check at the start of each program that instruments as saved
in the keys are actually present before attempting communication with them.

4.3.05 ConfigureInstruments
short ConfigureInstruments()
Description:
This function displays a dialog box similar to that shown in figure 4-2 earlier.
The “Connected” columns show whether the listed instrument is actually present and
connected. The next time this dialog box is activated, the stored connection profile is
reloaded and tested, and if an instrument is not found then the relevant connected box
will be unchecked. If the instrument should be present, then make any necessary
connections or turn it on and click Test Connections, which runs the
VerifyConnections function, to re-test the connections.
Once the configuration process is complete, click on OK to close the dialog.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE otherwise
Notes:
Use this function to give your users easy access to checking the presence of
connected instruments.

4.3.06 WriteAll7210
short WriteReadSRInstrument(BSTR sCommand)
Description:
This is the write function is used to send commands that do not need a response to the
connected model 7210’s, treating them a single system. All instruments must first
have been opened using the OpenAllInstruments function.
The parameter has the following significance:
sCommand
String containing the command to send to the instrument, e.g. “SEN1 21 8”
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Returns:
An integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte or response to the
ST command. The information contained by the byte can be interpreted by reference
to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Notes:
Commands are converted to upper case and stripped of leading and trailing
whitespace before being sent to the instrument.
The operation of this function depends on the commands it is used with, as follows:Commands that specify an instrument channel via their first parameter
These commands are:
ACGAIN
AQN1
AQN2
AS1

AS2
ASM
AUTOMATIC
OVR

REFP1
REFP2
SEN1
SEN2

TC1
TC2
X1
X2

XY1
XY2
Y1
Y2

In this case the first command parameter specifies an instrument channel number.
Examples of such commands are the commands to set full-scale sensitivity and time
constant. Normally, if this parameter is a number between 1 and 32, the relevant
channel is adjusted; if it is a 0 then all 32 channels are set to the same setting.
The SR7210Comms control extends this functionality, so that when such a command
is issued to the WriteAll7210 function, the control reads the first parameter and from
this determines the instrument to which the command should be sent, and with what
(modified) parameter value.
For example, in a system with four model 7210’s the legal range of the first
parameter for these commands ranges from 0 to 128. If the “SEN1 33 8” command
were issued, which has a first parameter value of 33, the control would actually send
the command “SEN1 1 8” to instrument 2, thereby adjusting the sensitivity of
channel 1 of instrument 2, which is channel 33 in the whole set of channels.
In the case of commands where the first parameter is a 0, the control sends the
command to all the connected instruments. So calling the WriteAll7210 function
with the command “SEN1 0 8” would send “SEN1 0 8” to all four instruments 1 to 4.
Commands that operate on a an instrument-wide basis
These commands affect the whole instrument, and include commands to change the
operation of the reference channel, as well as auxiliary features such as the digital
output port.
In this case the WriteAll7210 function can only be used when the command has only
one parameter. However, in such cases the control sends the command to every
instrument. So calling the WriteAll7210 function with the command “BYTE 5”
would send “BYTE 5” to all four instruments 1 to 4.
For all instruments within a system that are using GPIB communications, the
WriteAll7210 function sends the command to all such instruments simultaneously.
Hence, for example, if used to send the TD (take data) curve buffer control
command, all instruments on the GPIB receive the command at the same time.
If this function is used when more than one instrument is connected, the value of the
Status Byte that is returned is that of the last instrument to be communicated with.
Typically, though, this will be the Master lock-on and as such the response is of most
use to calling programs. It can, for example, be used to detect reference unlock.
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4.3.07 WriteReadAll7210
short WriteReadAll7210(BSTR sCommand,
VARIANT* sResponse,
VARIANT* vResponseArray,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This is the core write/read function for communicating with all the model 7210
instruments as a single system. All instruments must first have been opened using the
OpenAllInstruments function.
The parameters have the following significance:
sCommand
String containing the command to send to the instrument, e.g. “ID”
sResponse
Variant containing string returned from the instrument as a result of command
sCommand. Null if there is no response.
vResponseArray
Variant array containing the results of reading multiple channels, e.g. an array of 64
values if a system with two 7210’s is issued with the command “X1 0”. Each element
of the array is a variant of type string representing one response.
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE
Notes:
Commands are converted to upper case and stripped of leading and trailing
whitespace before being sent to the instrument.
The operation of this function depends on the commands it is used with, as follows:Commands that specify an instrument channel via their first parameter
These commands are:
ACGAIN
AQN1
AQN2
AS1

AS2
ASM
AUTOMATIC
OVR

REFP1
REFP2
SEN1
SEN2

TC1
TC2
X1
X2

XY1
XY2
Y1
Y2

In this case the first command parameter specifies an instrument channel number.
Examples of such commands are the commands to read the full-scale sensitivity and
time constant. Normally, if this parameter is a number between 1 and 32, the current
setting of the specified channel is read; if it is a 0 then the settings of all 32 channels
are read.
The SR7210Comms control extends this functionality, so that when such a command
is issued to the WriteReadAll7210 function, the control reads the first parameter and
from this determines the instrument to which the command should be sent, and with
what (modified) parameter value. It then assembles the responses from the
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instruments back into a single array that is passed back to the calling program.
For example, in a system with four model 7210’s the legal range of the first
parameter for these commands ranges from 0 to 128. If the “XY1 33” command were
issued, which has a first parameter value of 33, the control would actually send the
command “XY1 1” to instrument 2, thereby reading the X and Y outputs of channel 1
of instrument 2, which is channel 33 in the whole set of channels.
In the case of commands where the first parameter is a 0, the control sends the
command to all the connected instruments. So calling the WriteReadAll7210
function with the command ““XY1 0” would send “XY1 0” to all four instruments 1
to 4. The response values would be assembled into a single 128-element array, one
for each channel.
Commands that operate on a an instrument-wide basis
These commands affect the whole instrument, and include commands to detect the
operation of the reference channel, as well as auxiliary features such as reading the
status of the digital output port.
In this case the WriteReadAll7210 function can only be used when the command
has no parameter. However, in such cases the control sends the command to every
instrument. So calling the WriteReadAll7210 function with the command “BYTE”
would send “BYTE” to all four instruments 1 to 4. The response would be assembled
into a single 4-element array, one for each instrument, with the first element
corresponding to instrument 1, the second to instrument 2, and so on.
If this function is used when more than one instrument is connected, the value of the
Status Byte that is returned is that of the last instrument to be communicated with.
Typically, though, this will be the Master lock-in amplifier and as such the response
is of most use to calling programs. It can, for example, be used to detect reference
unlock.
The control processes the response to the OVL command in a special way. Normally,
this command generates four ASCII number responses, separated by delimiters. Each
number is a decimal between 0 and 255 representing an 8-bit binary value. Each bit
indicates whether the corresponding channel is in overload.
This response is not easy to handle in calling programs so the control processes the
four values and returns in the vResponseArray (n x 32) elements, where n is the
number of 7210’s connected. Each element in the array is either 0, indicating no
overload, or 1, indicating an overload condition. If an overload is indicated, the
calling program can then issue an “OVR” command to the relevant channel to
determine where the problem lies.

4.3.08 WriteRead7210
short WriteReadAll7210(SHORT nInstrumentNumber,
BSTR sCommand,
VARIANT* vResponseArray,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This is the write/read function for communicating with an individual model 7210 that
is part of system using several instruments. All instruments must first have been
opened using the OpenAllInstruments function.
The parameters have the following significance:
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nInstrumentNumber
Integer in the range 1 to 30 specifying the instrument to which the command should
be sent and the response, if any, returned from.
sCommand
String containing the command to send to the instrument, e.g. “ID”
sResponse
Variant containing string returned from the instrument as a result of command
sCommand. Null if there is no response.
vResponseArray
Variant array containing the results of reading multiple channels, e.g. an array of 32
values if the “X1 0” command is sent. Each element of the array is a variant of type
string representing one response.
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE
Notes:
Commands are converted to upper case and stripped of leading and trailing
whitespace before being sent to the instrument.

4.3.09 Read7210Buffer
short Read7210Buffer(SHORT nInstrumentNumber,
SHORT nCurve,
VARIANT* vResponseArray,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This is special function designed to download the contents of a single instrument’s
curve buffer in a system composed of one or more model 7210 lock-in amplifiers.
The model 7210 includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values, and can be set to
store to this buffer complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a predefined number of
curves (set by the LEN command) and at a predefined storage rate (set by the STR
command). Hence if one type of output is being stored (e.g. the X1 values), up to
4000 (i.e. 128000/32) curves of data can be stored.
The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on one connected instrument, specified by the
nInstrumentNumber parameter, returning a 2-dimensional array vResponseArray.
The size of this array depends on the number of curves, as follows:
First Dimension: 32 channels
Second Dimension: 1 to (value of LEN command parameter)
The parameters have the following significance:
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nInstrumentNumber
Integer in the range 1 to 30 specifying the instrument from which the buffer contents
should be transferred.
nCurve
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the
vResponseArray. The curve must have previously been defined as being stored by
issuing a CBD command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for
nCurve are in accordance with the following table:
n
0
1
4
5

Curve Output and range
X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)

vResponseArray
Variant 2-dimensional array containing the contents of the instrument’s curve buffer.
Dimensions as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data. With a 4000 curve data set using GPIB communications, it will take about 6
seconds to transfer the contents of the buffer. RS232 is much slower, taking for
example 25 seconds to transfer a 500 curve data set.
To use the curve buffer, issue commands as follows:
1. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
2. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 12 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 12”
3. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 12 second’s worth of data at a 12 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 1000”
4. Start the acquisition using the WriteAll7210 function to send the TD or TDT
commands.
5. Monitor acquisition by issuing the M command using the function
WriteReadAll7210 The fourth value returned by this command is the
number of curves acquired.
6. Once acquisition completes (when the number of curves acquired equals the
fourth digit returned by the M command), use the Read7210Buffer function
to transfer the acquired data curve array.
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4.3.10 ReadAll7210Buffer
short Read7210Buffer(SHORT nCurve,
VARIANT* vResponseArray,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This is special function designed to download the contents of all the curve buffers in
a system composed of one or more model 7210 lock-in amplifiers. The model 7210
includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values, and can be set to store to this buffer
complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a predefined number of curves (set by the
LEN command) and at a predefined storage rate (set by the STR command). Hence if
one type of output is being stored (e.g. the X1 values), up to 4000 (i.e. 128000/32)
curves of data can be stored.
The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on all connected instruments, returning a 2-dimensional array
vResponseArray. The size of this array depends on the number of instruments
connected and the number of curves, as follows:
First Dimension:

32 to 960 channels, in increments of 32 channels,
one block for each instrument

Second Dimension: 1 to (value of LEN command parameter)
The parameters have the following significance:
nCurve
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the
vResponseArray. The curve must have previously been defined as being stored by
issuing a CBD command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for
nCurve are in accordance with the following table:
n
0
1
4
5

Curve Output and range
X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)

vResponseArray
Variant 2-dimensional array containing the contents of all the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data, or using several instruments. With a 4000 curve data set using GPIB
communications, it will take about 6 seconds to transfer the contents of a single
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instrument’s buffer. If using 4 instruments, then it will take about 25 seconds.
RS232 is much slower, taking for example 25 seconds to transfer a 500 curve data set
from a single instrument.
To use the curve buffer, issue commands as follows:
1. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
2. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 12 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 12”
3. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 12 second’s worth of data at a 12 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 1000”
4. Start the acquisition using the TD or TDT commands. If using more than one
instrument, it is necessary to make sure that they all start at the same time, so
that there is no time “skew” between each instrument. If all instruments are
connected via GPIB then this will not usually be a problem, and the
command TD can be sent to all instruments simultaneously using the
WriteAll7210 function. If units are connected via RS232, though, the control
cannot send the command TD to all instruments simultaneously. Hence if
synchronization is required, connect all TRIG 1 inputs on the instrument
together, send the TDT command using the WriteAll7210 function, and
then apply a hardware trigger signal to the instruments.
5. Monitor acquisition by issuing the M command using the function
WriteReadAll7210 The fourth value returned by this command is the
number of curves acquired.
6. Once acquisition completes (when the number of curves acquired equals the
fourth digit returned by the M command), use the ReadAll7210Buffer
function to transfer the acquired data curve array.

4.2.11 Read7210BufferFIFO
short Read7210BufferFIFO(SHORT nInstrumentNumber,
SHORT nCurvesToTransfer,
SHORT nCBDValue,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY2,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Note: If access to the curves storing the reference frequencies REF1 and REF2 is
required, use the extended function Read7210BufferExFIFO (section 4.2.13)
instead of Read7210BufferFIFO.
Description:
This function requires that the 7210 be fitted with revision 3.2 or later firmware,
which supports the FIFO (first-in, first out) mode of operation of the curve buffer. It
downloads a specified number of data curves from a specified set of curve buffers
from those in a single instrument in a system composed of one or more model 7210
lock-in amplifiers. The model 7210 includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values,
and can be set to store to this buffer complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a
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predefined number of curves (set by the LEN command) and at a predefined storage
rate (set by the STR command). Hence if one type of output is being stored (e.g. the
X1 values), up to 4000 (i.e. 128000/32) curves of data can be stored.
The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on one connected instrument, specified by the
nInstrumentNumber parameter, returning 2-dimensional arrays vResponseArrayX1,
vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2, and vResponseArrayY2. The size of these
arrays depends on the number of curves, as follows:
First Dimension: 32 channels
Second Dimension: 1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)
The actual arrays that are returned depend on the value of the nCBDValue parameter,
which has the same significance as the CBD command parameter. For example, if
CBD = 1; the X1 data values will be stored, so a subsequent call to
Read7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 1. The function will
then return the data from the X1 curve buffer in the in vResponseArrayX1 array.
Similarly, if CBD = 3, Read7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 3
and it will then return the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in the in
vResponseArrayX1 and vResponseArrayY1 arrays.
The parameters have the following significance:
nInstrumentNumber
Integer in the range 1 to 30 specifying the instrument from which the buffer contents
should be transferred.
nCurvestToTransfer
Integer in the range 1 to the smaller of i) the value of the LEN command parameter,
or ii) 1000.
nCBDValue
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the arrays. The
curve(s) must have previously been defined as being stored by issuing a CBD
command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for nCBDValue are in
accordance with the following table:
Bit Decimal value Values/Curve Point
0 1
32
1 2
32
Tandem Mode Only (i.e. REFMODE = 1):
4 16
32
5 32
32

Output and range
X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)

vResponseArrayX1, vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2,
vResponseArrayY2
Variant 2-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
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Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data. Reading 1000 data curves of one type (e.g. nCBDValue = 1, corresponding to
the X1 values) using GPIB communications, it will take about 3 seconds to transfer
the contents of the buffer. RS232 is much slower, taking for example 25 seconds to
transfer 500 data curves.
To use the curve buffer in the FIFO mode, issue commands as follows:
1. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
2. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 16 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 16”
3. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 100 second’s worth of data at a 20 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 5000”
4. Start the acquisition using the WriteAll7210 function to send the TD or TDT
commands.
5. Monitor acquisition by issuing the M command using the function
WriteReadAll7210 The fourth value returned by this command is the
number of curves acquired.
6. Once the number of curves acquired exceeds a reasonable threshold in the
range 1 - 1000 (e.g. 250), use the Read7210BufferFIFO function with the
correct nCBDValue and the nCurvestToTransfer parameter set to this same
number of curves and store them in your code. Repeat step 5 and 6 until all
the data has been transferred.

4.2.12 ReadAll7210BufferFIFO
short Read7210BufferFIFO(SHORT nCurvesToTransfer,
SHORT nCBDValue,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY2,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Note: If access to the curves storing the reference frequencies REF1 and REF2 is
required, use the extended function ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO (section 4.2.15)
instead of ReadAll7210BufferFIFO.
Description:
This function requires that the 7210 be fitted with revision 3.2 or later firmware,
which supports the FIFO (first-in, first out) mode of operation of the curve buffer. It
downloads a specified number of data curves from a specified set of curve buffers
from those in all instruments in a system composed of one or more model 7210 lockin amplifiers. The model 7210 includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values, and
can be set to store to this buffer complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a
predefined number of curves (set by the LEN command) and at a predefined storage
rate (set by the STR command). Hence if one type of output is being stored (e.g. the
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X1 values), up to 4000 (i.e. 128000/32) curves of data can be stored.
The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on one connected instrument, specified by the
nInstrumentNumber parameter, returning 2-dimensional arrays vResponseArrayX1,
vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2, and vResponseArrayY2. The size of these
arrays depends on the number of curves, as follows:
First Dimension:
32 to 960 channels, in increments of 32 channels, one block for each instrument
Second Dimension:
1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)
The actual arrays that are returned depend on the value of the nCBDValue parameter,
which has the same significance as the CBD command parameter. For example, if
CBD = 1; the X1 data values will be stored, so a subsequent call to
ReadAll7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 1. The function will
then return the data from the X1 curve buffer in the in vResponseArrayX1 array.
Similarly, if CBD = 3, ReadAll7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue
= 3 and it will then return the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in the in
vResponseArrayX1 and vResponseArrayY1 arrays.
The parameters have the following significance:
nCurvestToTransfer
Integer in the range 1 to the smaller of i) the value of the LEN command parameter,
or ii) 1000.
nCBDValue
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the arrays. The
curve(s) must have previously been defined as being stored by issuing a CBD
command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for nCBDValue are in
accordance with the following table:
Bit Decimal value Values/Curve Point
0 1
32
1 2
32
Tandem Mode Only (i.e. REFMODE = 1):
4 16
32
5 32
32

Output and range
X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)

vResponseArrayX1, vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2,
vResponseArrayY2
Variant 2-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
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Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data. Reading 1000 data curves of one type (e.g. nCBDValue = 1, corresponding to
the X1 values) using GPIB communications, it will take about 3 seconds to transfer
the contents of the buffer. RS232 is much slower, taking for example 25 seconds to
transfer 500 data curves.
To use the curve buffer in the FIFO mode, issue commands as follows:
1. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
2. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 16 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 16”
3. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 100 second’s worth of data at a 20 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 5000”
4. Start the acquisition using the WriteAll7210 function to send the TD or TDT
commands.
5. Monitor acquisition, typically on the first instrument (Instrument 1) by
issuing the M command using the function WriteRead7210 The fourth value
returned by this command is the number of curves acquired.
6. Once the number of curves acquired exceeds a reasonable threshold in the
range 1 - 1000 (e.g. 250), use the ReadAll7210BufferFIFO function with
the correct nCBDValue and the nCurvestToTransfer parameter set to this
same number of curves and store them in your code. Repeat step 5 and 6
until all the data has been transferred.

4.2.13 Read7210BufferExFIFO
short Read7210BufferFIFO(SHORT nInstrumentNumber,
SHORT nCurvesToTransfer,
SHORT nCBDValue,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayFrq1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayFrq2,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This function requires that the 7210 be fitted with revision 3.2 or later firmware,
which supports the FIFO (first-in, first out) mode of operation of the curve buffer. It
downloads a specified number of data curves from a specified set of curve buffers
from those in a single instrument in a system composed of one or more model 7210
lock-in amplifiers. The model 7210 includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values,
and can be set to store to this buffer complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a
predefined number of curves (set by the LEN command), as well as the current
Reference Frequency REF1 and/or Reference Frequency REF2, at a predefined
storage rate (set by the STR command). Hence if one type of output is being stored
(e.g. the X1 values), up to 4000 (i.e. 128000/32) curves of data can be stored.
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The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on one connected instrument, specified by the
nInstrumentNumber parameter, returning 2-dimensional arrays vResponseArrayX1,
vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2 and vResponseArrayY2, and 1-dimensional
arrays vResponseArrayFrq1 and vResponseArrayFrq2. The size of these arrays
depends on the number of curves, as follows:
2-Dimension Arrays:


First Dimension:32 channels



Second Dimension:1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)

1-Dimension Arrays:


Dimension:1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)

The actual arrays that are returned depend on the value of the nCBDValue parameter,
which has the same significance as the CBD command parameter. For example, if
CBD = 1; the X1 data values will be stored, so a subsequent call to
Read7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 1. The function will
then return the data from the X1 curve buffer in the in vResponseArrayX1 array.
Similarly, if CBD = 3, Read7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 3
and it will then return the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in the in
vResponseArrayX1 and vResponseArrayY1 arrays. If CBD = 7,
Read7210BufferFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 7 and it will then return
the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in the in vResponseArrayX1 and
vResponseArrayY1 arrays, and the REF1 reference frequency in the
vResponseArrayFrq1 array.
The parameters have the following significance:
nInstrumentNumber
Integer in the range 1 to 30 specifying the instrument from which the buffer contents
should be transferred.
nCurvestToTransfer
Integer in the range 1 to the smaller of i) the value of the LEN command parameter,
or ii) 1000.
nCBDValue
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the arrays. The
curve(s) must have previously been defined as being stored by issuing a CBD
command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for nCBDValue are in
accordance with the following table:
Bit Decimal value Values/Curve Point
0 1
32
1 2
32
2 4
1
Tandem Mode Only (i.e. REFMODE = 1):
4 16
32
5 32
32
6 64
1
7 128
1
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X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Reference Frequency REF1 (Hz)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Reference Frequency REF2 (mHz)
Reference Frequency REF2 (mHz)
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vResponseArrayX1, vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2,
vResponseArrayY2
Variant 2-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions are as defined above.
vResponseArrayFrq1, vResponseArrayFrq2
Variant 1-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions are as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data. Reading 1000 data curves of one type (e.g. nCBDValue = 1, corresponding to
the X1 values) using GPIB communications, it will take about 3 seconds to transfer
the contents of the buffer. RS232 is much slower, taking for example 25 seconds to
transfer 500 data curves.
To use the curve buffer in the FIFO mode, issue commands as follows:
7. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
8. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 16 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 16”
9. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 100 second’s worth of data at a 20 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 5000”
10. Start the acquisition using the WriteAll7210 function to send the TD or TDT
commands.
11. Monitor acquisition by issuing the M command using the function
WriteReadAll7210 The fourth value returned by this command is the
number of curves acquired.
12. Once the number of curves acquired exceeds a reasonable threshold in the
range 1 - 1000 (e.g. 250), use the Read7210BufferExFIFO function with
the correct nCBDValue and the nCurvestToTransfer parameter set to this
same number of curves and store them in your code. Repeat step 5 and 6
until all the data has been transferred.
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4.2.14 ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO
short Read7210BufferFIFO(SHORT nCurvesToTransfer,
SHORT nCBDValue,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayX2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayY2,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayFrq1,
VARIANT* vResponseArrayFrq2,
VARIANT* nStatusByte)
Description:
This function requires that the 7210 be fitted with revision 3.2 or later firmware,
which supports the FIFO (first-in, first out) mode of operation of the curve buffer. It
downloads a specified number of data curves from a specified set of curve buffers
from those in all instruments in a system composed of one or more model 7210 lockin amplifiers. The model 7210 includes a buffer for up to 128,000 output values, and
can be set to store to this buffer complete arrays of 32 channel outputs for a
predefined number of curves (set by the LEN command), as well as the current
Reference Frequency REF1 and/or Reference Frequency REF2, at a predefined
storage rate (set by the STR command). Hence if one type of output is being stored
(e.g. the X1 values), up to 4000 (i.e. 128000/32) curves of data can be stored.
The outputs that are stored are set by the CBD command parameter, and acquisition
is controlled by the TD and TDT commands. Progress can be monitored using the M
command.
The function operates on one connected instrument, specified by the
nInstrumentNumber parameter, returning 2-dimensional arrays vResponseArrayX1,
vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2 and vResponseArrayY2, and 1-dimensional
arrays vResponseArrayFrq1 and vResponseArrayFrq2. The size of these arrays
depends on the number of curves, as follows:
2-Dimension Arrays:


First Dimension:32 to 960 channels, in increments of 32 channels, one block
for each instrument



Second Dimension:1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)

1-Dimension Arrays:


Dimension:1 to (value of nCurvesToTransfer parameter)

The actual arrays that are returned depend on the value of the nCBDValue parameter,
which has the same significance as the CBD command parameter. For example, if
CBD = 1; the X1 data values will be stored, so a subsequent call to
ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 1. The function
will then return the data from the X1 curve buffer in the in vResponseArrayX1 array.
Similarly, if CBD = 3, ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO should be issued with
nCBDValue = 3 and it will then return the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in
the in vResponseArrayX1 and vResponseArrayY1 arrays. If CBD = 7,
ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO should be issued with nCBDValue = 7 and it will then
return the data from the X1 and Y1 curve buffers in the in vResponseArrayX1 and
vResponseArrayY1 arrays, and the REF1 reference frequency in the
vResponseArrayFrq1 array.
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The parameters have the following significance:
nCurvestToTransfer
Integer in the range 1 to the smaller of i) the value of the LEN command parameter,
or ii) 1000.
nCBDValue
This defines which set of curves will be downloaded and returned in the arrays. The
curve(s) must have previously been defined as being stored by issuing a CBD
command with the correct parameter value. The legal values for nCBDValue are in
accordance with the following table:
Bit Decimal value Values/Curve Point
0 1
32
1 2
32
2 4
1
Tandem Mode Only (i.e. REFMODE = 1):
4 16
32
5 32
32
6 64
1
7 128
1

Output and range
X1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y1 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Reference Frequency REF1 (Hz)
X2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Y2 Outputs (±10000 FS)
Reference Frequency REF2 (mHz)
Reference Frequency REF2 (mHz)

vResponseArrayX1, vResponseArrayY1, vResponseArrayX2,
vResponseArrayY2
Variant 2-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions are as defined above.
vResponseArrayFrq1, vResponseArrayFrq2
Variant 1-dimensional arrays containing the contents of the instrument’s curve
buffers. Dimensions are as defined above
nStatusByte
Variant containing an integer with the most recent value of the serial poll status byte
or response to the ST command. The information contained by the byte can be
interpreted by reference to the model 7210’s instruction manual.
Returns:
Value of nStatusByte
Notes:
This function can take a long time to complete when downloading large amounts of
data. Reading 1000 data curves of one type (e.g. nCBDValue = 1, corresponding to
the X1 values) using GPIB communications, it will take about 3 seconds to transfer
the contents of the buffer. RS232 is much slower, taking for example 25 seconds to
transfer 500 data curves.
To use the curve buffer in the FIFO mode, issue commands as follows:
7. Define the data you wish to store using the CBD command. For example, to
store the X1 values, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “CBD 1”
8. Define the storage interval using the STR command. For example, to store a
set of data every 16 ms, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “STR 16”
9. Define the recording period using the LEN command to set the number of
curves to store. For example, to store 100 second’s worth of data at a 20 ms
rate, use the WriteAll7210 function to send “LEN 5000”
10. Start the acquisition using the WriteAll7210 function to send the TD or TDT
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commands.
11. Monitor acquisition, typically on the first instrument (Instrument 1) by
issuing the M command using the function WriteRead7210 The fourth value
returned by this command is the number of curves acquired.
12. Once the number of curves acquired exceeds a reasonable threshold in the
range 1 - 1000 (e.g. 250), use the ReadAll7210BufferExFIFO function with
the correct nCBDValue and the nCurvestToTransfer parameter set to this
same number of curves and store them in your code. Repeat step 5 and 6
until all the data has been transferred.

4.2.15 GETAll7210
short GETAll7210()
Description:
This function sends the GPIB message Group Execute Trigger to all 7210’s in the
system that are connected to the the GPIB interface.
In normal operation X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 output data is read from the output buffers at
the point in time at which a command requesting it is received. However, this
potentially introduces problems when multiple instruments are in use, since there is a
finite delay between sending the relevant commands to, and processing the responses
from, each instrument.
The model 7210 therefore responds to the GPIB message Group Execute Trigger
which, when sent, triggers all units on a GPIB bus. When a GPIB group execute
trigger command is received by the 7210, the data transfer to the instrument's output
buffers is suspended, so that the buffers in a group of interconnected units all contain
output values sampled at the same point in time. The user's program should then read
the required data using the WriteReadAll7210 function, and once this has been done,
release the data transfer hold within each instrument by sending a GET 0 command
using the WriteAll7210 function.
Note that when the data transfer within the instrument is suspended, it still continues
to operate normally, so the maximum delay once the hold is removed before updated
output values are available is only 2 ms.
Returns:
1

4.2.16 CloseAllInstruments
short CloseAllInstruments()
Description:
This function searches the SR7210Comms section of the registry and checks to see if
any model 7210 lock-in amplifiers are connected. If they are using serial
communications then the port is closed, and if using GPIB then an interface clear
message is sent.
Returns:
FALSE if successful, TRUE
Notes:
Use OpenAllInstruments to open all communications channels.
All open channels must be closed before terminating the controlling program.
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4.4 Properties
4.4.01 bShowProgress
bool bShowProgress
If the bShowProgress property is set TRUE (default value) then the
FindInstruments function will display a progress dialog as it searches for connected
instruments. If set FALSE then the progress dialog is suppressed.

4.4.02 nActiveInstruments
int nActiveInstruments
The nActiveInstruments property reports the number of active model 7210’s that are
connected and powered on. It ranges from 0 to 30 and is updated by the
OpenAllInstruments and CloseAllInstruments functions.

4.4.03 nMaxChannelNumber
int nMaxChannelNumber
The nMaxChannelNumber property reports the maximum channel number based on
the number of active model 7210’s that are connected and powered on. It ranges from
0 to 960 and is updated by the OpenAllInstruments and CloseAllInstruments
functions.
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Settings File Format
Appendix A

Multilock Settings File
When the Exit button on the Main Display is clicked the complete instrument set-up
is saved to an ASCII text file with the name multilock.mls (the file extension .mls
being an acronym for "mutlilock settings"), so that the settings can be restored the
next time it starts.
The format of this file is as follows:Signal Recovery Multilock Applications Software Saved Settings File
3.0
1
0
100.000000
0
32

... continues to line 20...
ACGAIN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AUTO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SEN1
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

REFP1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TC1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

SEN2
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

REFP2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TC2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

CARDTYPE
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

A-1

APPENDIX A, SETTINGS FILE FORMAT
X1BASE
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0

Y1BASE
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0

XY1GAIN
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0

X2BASE
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0

Y2BASE
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0
0.000000E+0

XY2GAIN
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0
1.000000E+0

The first 20 lines refer to the controls applying to the complete instrument, as
follows:
Line 1 is the description of the file, and Line 2 the file format revision.
Line 3 is the Reference Mode - 0 for single and 1 for tandem mode.
Line 4 is the Reference Harmonic - 0 for normal and 1 for 2F mode
Line 5 is the REF2 OUT frequency
Line 6 is the number of slave units fitted in the range 0 to 3.
Line 7 is the number of active channels, or in other words 32  (Number on Line 6)
Lines 8 to 19 are reserved for future developments.
Line 20 is a tab-delimited header that identifies each item on the following lines
The channel settings are stored in tab-delimited columns on the following (Number
on Line 7) lines, so that if there are 128 channels then there will be 128 lines of
settings information.
Following this section the rows with columns headed X1BASE, Y1BASE,
XY1GAIN, X2BASE, Y2BASE, and XY2GAIN store the settings in tab-delimited
columns of the X1, Y1, X2 and Y2 offsets, and the vernier gain controls.

A-2

WARRANTY
SIGNAL RECOVERY, a part of AMETEK Advanced Measurement Technology, Inc, warrants to the original
user of this product that it shall be free of defects resulting from faulty manufacture of the product or its
components. SIGNAL RECOVERY makes no warranties regarding either the satisfactory performance of the
software encoded on this product or the fitness of the software for any particular purposes. Defects covered by
this warranty shall be corrected either by repair or by replacement, as determined by SIGNAL RECOVERY
SIGNAL RECOVERY reserves the right to make revisions to the software program(s) without incurring any
obligation to install same on software previously sold or supplied.
Licensee hereby acknowledges that the computer programs/software, including, without limitation the design
thereof, documentation and other information relating thereto are trade secrets and continue to be proprietary to
SIGNAL RECOVERY. Licensee agrees not to take any action which might encumber or expose the computer
programs/software to any claims, transfers, conversion or other forms of encumbrance.
THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION HEREIN. THIS
WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR
REPRESENTATIONS EXPRESSED IMPLIED OR STATUTORY INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE AS WELL AS ANY AND ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES OF
SIGNAL RECOVERY INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
NO PERSON, FIRM OR CORPORATION IS AUTHORISED TO ASSUME FOR SIGNAL RECOVERY ANY
ADDITIONAL OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY NOT EXPRESSLY PROVIDED FOR HEREIN EXCEPT IN
WRITING DULY EXECUTED BY AN OFFICER OF SIGNAL RECOVERY.
If you do not agree with the provisions of this license agreement then you should return this product unopened.
We reserve the right to deny customer service, including but not limited to software updates and telephone
support to any person or organization using software not registered with SIGNAL RECOVERY

SHOULD YOU REQUIRE SUPPORT
A) Contact SIGNAL RECOVERY at the address below.
B) We will need the following information.
1. Product Version Number of the software, and the model number(s) of the instrument(s) being used
2. Your name (instrument user)
3. Your address
4

Your telephone number and extension or e-mail address.

5. Symptoms (in detail, including control settings)
C) For support on this product please contact:
AMETEK Advanced Measurement Technology
5 Ashville Way, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham
Berkshire, RG41 2PL, UNITED KINGDOM

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

+44 (0) 1252 556 800
+44 (0) 1252 556 899
PARSOLSR.Support@ametek.com

